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It’s not about you, it’s me! 
Written by: Brain Thomas, Portfolio Manager at Laurium Capital 

 

 

That famous breakup line which I heard way too many times as a teenager, but never really believed 

may well be true in the context of the South African equity market now. Given the large draw down on 

the JSE since the hopes of “Ramaphoria” faded in Q1 into “Ramapause” in Q2, and then begged the 

question of “Ramarecovery” in Q3, we have been wondering what has been driving the SA equity 

market. It seems all gloom and doom at the moment, and as South Africans we are naturally pessimistic 

about ourselves (In fact in a recent survey South Africans scored amongst the worst in the world in 

terms of their own pessimism about their future), we tend to blame everything on our own domestic 

situation, but perhaps it’s not just about SA and there are other forces at work. 

 

But just as the adolescent reflects about the separation from their young lover perhaps we should take 

some time in the equity markets to reflect on our own breakup. From being the darlings of the world 

ushering in the Ramaphosa era, as a broker wrote in a note the day after the Ramaphosa victory “it’s a 

new dawn, it’s a new day, it’s a new life and I’m feeling good”, paraphrasing the famous song, “Feeling 

good”. Why now has that loving feeling faded? Where has the SA love gone? Perhaps it is ‘that it’s not 

about you but about me”. The “me” that I refer to in this metaphor is the flows driven by both passive and 

active investors in emerging markets, with the focus however on the passive component. 

 

South Africa is an open economy and as a result is subject to the gyrations of international markets. In 

international markets probably the most notable forces are that of the passive players in markets, it is an 

industry that has simply ballooned over the last 15 years and is now a real force that drives markets. To 
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understand what is going on in the SA market now it would be remiss not to look at the flows in the 

passive space. 

 

South Africa is currently a 6.3% weight in the MSCI Emerging Market index. In the context of that Index 

the likes of China and India are significantly larger but flows around the index still make a material 

difference to what drives the JSE. This chart from RMB Morgan Stanley shows that over the last 16 

weeks, 13 weeks have seen outflows from emerging markets, the very index that we are 6.3% off. 

 

 

 
 
 

Over the last few months 77% of the flow into and out of emerging markets have been driven by 

passive, exchange traded fund (ETF) investors. These investors would typically take a view that they like 

or dislike emerging markets and will buy or sell the ETF. With the positive earnings momentum in the 

US, 2 quarters of greater than 20% earnings per share (EPS) growth, driven primarily by tax cuts, 

money has flowed into US assets and away from Emerging Markets. Emerging Markets have done 

themselves few favours of late with political issues in Turkey driving the currency, bond and equity 

markets lower, a difficult election period in Brazil causing uncertainty, ongoing issues and sanctions in 

Russia, trade wars between the US and China to mention but a few. The attractiveness of Developed 
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Markets (DM) versus Emerging Markets (EM) on a risk adjusted basis to the average investor just got a 

whole lot better. 

 

When money leaves an emerging market ETF, the ETF provider sells the underlying equity components 

of the ETF to fund the withdrawal. Although through our pessimistic South African lens we may believe 

that the world has turned their back on the bright prospects that the new political dawn offers and are 

selling South Africa Inc as the love that they once had fades. It may be worth considering that it is not 

just about us but about them. Them being the bigger market, the EM ETF investors as they rotate from 

EM to DM and in so doing leaving a wake of depressed stock prices. 

 

It may just be worth considering that, since the start of May 2018, US$24bn has left EM. South Africa is 

6.3% of MSCI EM, so the implication is that close to R22bn has left SA equities since the start of May 

2018 (i.e. US$24bn x 6.3% x 14.5ZAR/USD = R22bn). At least 70% of this selling is passive ETF selling, 

ETF investors expressing a view that they would rather own developed market assets than emerging 

market assets, as they sell, the managers of the ETFS are forced into selling the underlying assets in 

the various markets. Further evidence of this is that trade on the JSE now is significantly skewed to the 

last ten minutes, the closing auction. This is the time when ETF funds buy the market as they lock in the 

closing price of the security on the day. 

 

With liquidity having been drained from global markets since April as the US Fed balance sheet shrinks, 

the ECB curtails its quantitative easing and trading volumes across most global markets drop, R22bn of 

selling by indiscriminate ETF sellers has had to have an impact on the JSE. 

 

To mix a few more metaphors, it always takes “two to tango” and South Africa is “not out the woods yet” 

from a political perspective, but some of the pressure that we have seen in our market is “not all about 

us” but mostly about “them”. Just as they have sold Emerging Markets to buy Developed Markets the 

pendulum will swing again, EM will return to favour and the selling we have seen to fund redemptions 

will swing to buying again. We can’t say exactly when but what can say is it will happen. It’s not you…. 

It’s me! 
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Glacier Research would like to thank Brain Thomas for his contribution to this 
week’s Funds on Friday.   

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Brain Thomas– CA (SA), CFA, ACA 

Brian Thomas was born in Zimbabwe, completed his schooling 
and university in South Africa. He graduated from the 

University of Cape Town with a Bachelor of Business Science 

(Honors) in 1994. He qualified as a chartered accountant (CA 

(SA)) having completed his training at Deloitte in 1999. He 
joined Deutsche Bank in Johannesburg in 2000 and went on 

to run the South African equity sales desk. In 2008, Brian was 

promoted to managing director and relocated by Deutsche 
Bank to London where he headed the Central and Eastern 

Europe Middle East and Africa (CEMEA) equity sales team. In 

2013 Brian was approached by Coronation Fund Managers to 
join them as the lead international client services fund 

manager, a role he fulfilled for 3.5 years. In addition to his CFA 

charter and his South African chartered accountant 
qualifications, Brian is also a member of the Institute of 

chartered accountant of England & Wales (ACA) and holds a 

diploma in advanced South Africa banking law (Cum Laude) 
from the Rand Afrikaans University. 

 


